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INTRODUCTION 
The year 2014 was marked by numerous successes and 
challenges the Labour Education Foundation experienced 
throughout the year. Several large-scale projects came to a 
close this year and the fruits reaped from the hard work 
that went into these projects continue to nourish the LEF’s 
vision and continued struggle for better working 
conditions for the labour class of Pakistan.  

From expanding our work among unions, training and 
mobilising home-based workers towards organised 
collective bargaining, to gathering veteran trade unions to 
form committees and expanding collective action, the LEF 
has remained relevant and in the thick of the labourers’ 
struggle throughout the country. Our successes are 
attributed to our partner organisations and the dedication 
of our staff and workers who have worked tirelessly in the 
struggle for decent rights and working conditions for 
labourers.  

Formed in 1993, the LEF has continued to strategize and 
advocate the rights of workers of Pakistan. We strive to 
improve the status of workers by educating them on their 
rights and empowering them to take effective decisions at 
the grassroots level. We support partner organisations as 
they expand successful interventions and as this report 
indicates, we achieve results. 

Several research papers highlighting the growth of the 
informal sector and the exponential growth in the number 
of home-based workers were published by various 
organisations in 2014. LEF has been working with home-
based workers for several years and remained in the 
limelight in 2014 due to the recognition of its work among 
the workers. Chief among LEF’s advocacy and outreach 
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plans is the need to have these workers, especially home-
based workers, recognised as labour and accorded their 
due rights and social protection. Similarly, a lot of work 
was carried out to press the government to extend 
recognition and labour rights to domestic workers. Though 
the provincial government agreed that both sectors 
required policy intervention and a draft bill was prepared, 
the policy has still not been passed by the Punjab 
Assembly.  Similarly, the local bodies elections planned to 
be held early during the year were put off after they were 
challenged in court. The country remained embroiled in 
political drama featuring two right-wing political parties 
for several months and though the Army launched an 
offensive in North Waziristan, the number and severity of 
terrorist activity in the country only increased.  

Shrinking political and social space has made the life of the 
worker more precarious than it has ever been. It is in this 
backdrop that LEF’s work tries to uplift the worker 
politically and strengthens their voice to demand their due 
right. Whether it be in the form of trainings, educating, 
registering unions, and holding conferences, protests and 
sit-ins, LEF has always tried to make sure that the worker’s 
voice is heard loud and clear.  

Projects of significance this year include: labour 
community organisations; community literacy and 
facilitation centres; organising and strengthening home 
based and textile workers throughout the country; and 
various interventions to ensure labour rights and decent 
work for working women in Asia. 

This report presents the highlights of this year and traces 
the journey of all that was achieved by the LEF and 
workers affiliated with it. We remain united in our struggle 
for the emancipation of labour classes in Pakistan. 
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Power to the women 
The government of Punjab announced the Women 
Empowerment Package 2014 on March 8 with the 
objective to establish the Punjab Commission on the 
Status of Women; a toll-free women’s helpline; a task 
force to formulate policy governing rights of domestic 
help; introduce a contract-system for women to operate 
canteens in women’s educational and training institutions; 
free vocational training for women of minority 
communities; ensure that at least 33 per cent women are 
given small loans under the Rozgar Bank’s microfinance 
project; accord space for women to set up small women-
only bazaars at the Sunday and Ramazan Baazars; hold 
training programmes for 4,000 women from rural areas 
under the Punjab Skill Development Fund; establish 65 day 
care centres for the children of working women under the 
Punjab Day Care Fund; set up helpdesks for women at 
every police station in Punjab; provide scooters for 
working women; and regularise the services of lady health 
workers.  

These much needed reforms did appear too ambitious for 
the government and barely any of these policies were 
implemented. That the government used the Women’s 
Package as mere window-dressing is obvious from the fact 
only two women factory inspectors have been employed 
by the Punjab Labour Department. This is not only a 
travesty but an insight into the chauvinistic attitude of the 
government which makes it seem like women don’t really 
have much of a role to play in the labour class of Pakistan.  

And yet, as the state’s neo-liberal economic policies take 
root within Pakistani social and economic structures, the 
informal sector has outgrown the formal sector by leaps 
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and bounds. Globalization of industry and the continuous 
search for cheaper labour and more efficient means of 
production have led to a mushrooming of Pakistan’s 
shadow economy – home-based work – which remains 
undeclared and ungoverned. Statistics show that there are 
approximately 20 million home-based workers in Pakistan 
of which 12 million are women. Yet, the government does 
not consider them as labour or brings them under the 
social-security net. Realising the need for immediate 
intervention in this area, the LEF set out to struggle for 
decent work for working women and home-based 
workers.  

 

Focus Group Discussion with social activists 

 

During 2014, LEF, under the project Labour Rights and 
Decent Work for Working Women in Asia, conducted four 
training programmes, printed two posters and completed 
a research project regarding women workers in the formal 
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and informal sectors. At the policy level, LEF continued to 
be the part of consultations pertaining to a provincial 
policy for home-based workers in the Punjab and at the 
national level – both of which are still pending. 

Researching working conditions of women in the country 
entailed holding a survey of around 350 women employed 
in the informal sector and 100 in the formal sector in eight 
districts to learn about: number of working hours; reasons 
for working, nature of the work; nature of employment 
contracts; information about the product and market; 
gender discrimination at social, economic and political 
levels within home and at the work place; information 
regarding gender equality, hygiene and reproductive 
health; participation in different programmes of organising 
and trade unions; role of women organisations working in 
their area and sectors; discussions about women’s 
concerns in trade union’s programmes; having leadership 
and decision-making authority; issues of sexual 
harassment and changes in lives of women because of 
work. These were followed by focus-group discussions, 
structured interviews and a meeting of various 
stakeholders to discuss their findings and chalk out a 
strategy.  

One of the strategies that emerged as a result of this 
research was to hold training workshops to discuss issues 
pertaining to gender discrimination; gauge an idea of a 
background of home-based work and the situation of 
HBWs; sexual harassment; occupational health and safety; 
leadership; and possibilities for unionization. Three 
training workshops on these subjects were held once each 
in Mardan and Hyderabad; and twice in Lahore.  

Of the sessions held on gender discrimination, 219 
participants: men 40 and 179 women were explained the 
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vulnerable and precarious nature of work for working 
women. Their lack of protection and freedom; low 
opportunities for education; lack of an appropriate social 
protection system; issues pertaining to health and career; 
and deprivation from property rights, were highlighted. 
The women were explained that working women must 
strategize their priorities themselves. Empowerment of 
women can only be achieved by providing men and 
women equal and equitable opportunities 

Workers were explained the basis of LEF’s struggle against 
the social, economic and political ostracization of women 
workers. One of the highlights of the year was when a 
provincial-level union of home-based workers was 
registered in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. LEF collaborated with 
locals in KP and struggled for the right to collective 
bargaining for these home-based workers.  

Sexual harassment has emerged as a serious issue for 
women, and working women in particular, who face 
intimidation at the market place, in buses, at bus stops, at 
work places and at homes. This issue inhibits most women 
to move out of their homes to seek education, to avail 
medical facilities or to earn a livelihood. Several cases of 
women being raped have been recorded in the past few 
years and the number of reported cases of violence 
against women in Pakistan has risen. And though there is a 
law for the protection against harassment of women, the 
law is yet to be implemented properly.   

At the workshops held in Lahore, participants were 
instructed to keep good health alongside their work. They 
discussed various occupational health hazards and figured 
out the best way to deal with them.  

“Leadership is the art of motivating a group of people to 
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act towards achieving a common goal”. The following 
points were debated: how to create an inspiring vision; 
establish shared values; give clear guidelines; take risks 
and manage changes strategically; demonstrate 
confidence, win respect and trust; be enthusiastic, 
energize people and create a positive work environment. 
Promote creativity and communicate openly and honestly. 
Use team approach, facilitate cooperation; involve 
everyone; trust the group; rely on their analysis 

A facilitation centre was established at Hyderabad and 
started its functioning in April, 2014. Sooner than later, the 
centre became a central point for women workers where 
they could sit and share their problems, figure out possible 
solutions and find ways to move forward. The centre was 
also used by women workers for their meetings. 

The project culminated in a grand National Convention of 
Home-Based Workers held on October 20. Approximately 
800 people attended the event. HBWs contributed a major 
share to the country’s economy but they were not covered 
in the government policies. They were not even 
considered workers and made to work in extremely 
inhumane conditions.  Speakers stressed that home-based 
workers organise themselves and follow the path of 
unionization so that they could have a voice and exert 
pressure on the government to fulfil their demands.  

Participants of the conference demanded that their 
immediate demands be addressed: give home-based 
workers minimum wages, recognise them as workers 
covered under the EOBI and Social Security schemes; 
provide working women modern vocational training to add 
value to their work, link them to the market, and offer 
them health and educational facilities. 
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Working together as a community 
LEF’s 10 Labour Community Organisations (LCOs) 
continued to mobilise, train and hold study circles for 
workers at the grassroots. In implementing the second 
phase of the project, Labour Community Organisations, set 
up with help from our partner Forum Syd, the LEF worked 
to further strengthen and institutionalise the 10 LCOs that 
have been established in underdeveloped areas of Lahore. 

The idea behind setting up LCOs was to empower 
grassroots-level workers by organizing them, raising 
awareness among them on social, economic and political 
rights, developing a structure for LCOs, increasing 
membership and funds, creating linkages with government 
institutions and civil society organizations with the 
addition of establishing three centres to provide trainings 
to the labours to enhance their savings and help in income 
generation.  

 

Training Workshop with the members of Labour 
Community Organizations 
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A total of five training workshops, held for teachers and 
participants, focused on the objectives of LCOs, the social, 
economic and political situation of Pakistan, the 
attainment of basic needs, law of sexual harassment, role 
of women in building organizations, role of the Social 
Welfare Department in developing organizations, gender 
equality and the campaign “16 Days of Activism Against 
Gender Based Violence”. They also discussed and learnt 
about methods of financial record keeping.  

 

Seminars organized by LEF in different communities 
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Following the success of workshops and community 
meetings held throughout 2014, which hundreds of 
women thronged to, the LEF organised four seminars on: 
Empowerment of Women, Solidarity with Workers, to 
commemorate16 Days of Activism Campaign against 
Gender Based Violence, and to highlight the Importance of 
Education. Almost a 1,000 women participated 
enthusiastically in these seminars.    

The proactive participation of LCO members in events and 
their work in the community they live in strengthened the 
members’ standing their community and infused a sense 
of civic responsibility in them.  

Several LCOs took initiatives during 2014 including: 
facilitating people in obtaining national identity cards by 
arranging mobile vans with help from NADRA; cooking and 
dressmaking competitions, helping the community of 
Sadiq Ali Park in getting pipeline connections of natural 
gas, holding study circles for residents of their areas, and 
working with students of Masters in Social Work on 
various activities organised by the LCOs. These are but 
some of the few initiatives the LCOs took throughout the 
year. Issue-based activism sprang up in these areas as 
people became more aware about the role and function of 
LCOs. Once the initial barriers of hesitation and suspicion 
were bridged, the ranks of LCOs swelled and they started 
taking on problems faced by the entire community.    
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Acquired the facility of natural gas by community of  
Sadiq Ali Park  

 

During 2014, three local organisations took it on 
themselves to reach out to flood victims and climate 
refugees during monsoon season. The ranks of Good 
Omang Welfare Society swelled up to 300 in 2013. This 
LCO has started working independently and only relies on 
logistic support from the LEF on request. A new LCO in Asif 
Town-2 was founded in turn.  

LCOs were included in other projects the LEF is currently 
involved with. These include Community Literacy and 
Facilitation Centres, Organizing and Strengthening Home 
Based and Textile Workers and Child Labour Schools to 
enhance their knowledge and activism base.  

What emerged from the LCO’s experience in 2014 was the 
need to continue financial and technical support from the 
LEF and the Swedish Teachers’ Union to help them 
perform better. The LCOs need contingent funds to ensure 
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their exposure visitations in other field areas. Vocational 
centres were found to be more beneficial in involving 
communities. The purpose of the whole exercise remains 
the need to bring communities together and work 
collectively to solve each other’s problems.  
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Raising awareness, motivating, 
building capacity through Community 

Literacy and Facilitation Centres 
LEF launched six community literacy and facilitation 
centres in Lahore with the help of STS International 
Solidarity (STS), a Danish NGO partner organisation, in 
2012 to provide workers in the formal and informal 
sectors basic reading writing skills and extend awareness 
in terms of their rights. The target community comprised 
primarily of workers who lack primary education and 
knowledge of their rights as labourers. When encouraged 
to present and debate various issues pertaining to 
workers’ daily struggles, it was uplifting to see the pupils’ 
self-confidence rise. As the project came to a close in 
2014, the daily triumphs of a more empowered segment 
of workers in the city are the fruit of three years of hard 
work and effort.  

Working with pupils at the CLFCs through the years, it is 
apparent how deeply LEF has managed to touch them and 
change their lives for the better in many ways. As adult 
learners learn to read basic words and write their own 
names, the sense of empowerment imparted through the 
simple exercise leaves the students standing ten-feet tall.  

Throughout 2014, LEF held several development courses 
including training workshops, orientations sessions and 
seminars. The orientations sessions provided a basic 
understanding among learners and community members 
on issues around basic rights of the working class people. 
The sessions were helpful in mobilising workers from 
different communities to participate in trade union 
meetings, and the International Labour Day and the 
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International Women Day events among other activities 
cantered on labour rights.  

 

LEF celebrated May Day, 2014 with enthusiasm  

 

Key topics covered in the orientation sessions include: 
labour rights and laws; the importance and practicalities of 
forming and organizing trade unions; the history and 
importance of Labour Day; gender Issues; minorities and 
its rights; the importance of health and hygiene; discussion 
about ILO C-177 for home-based workers; presentation 
and discussion on a documentary by the LEF featuring the 
plight of bangle workers; and the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights among scores of other topics.  

Four basic trade union training workshops were organised 
in which 103 workers (60 women and 43 men) 
participated. The most important achievement of the 
workshops was to develop an understanding of the 
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importance of trade unions for workers in the informal 
sector residing in the same community. These training 
workshops were the foundational ground for a union of 
home-based women workers that was founded later in the 
year.  Three teachers training workshops were organised 
in which 17 teachers (10 women and 7 men) participated. 
The LEF considers building the capacity of teachers an 
utmost aspect of the project. The teachers deal with adult 
learners whom they have to be able to communicate and 
reach out to on their terms. 

 

LEF organized a training with the pupils of Community 
Literacy and Facilitation Centres 

 

LEF also organised a 3-day art and painting skills training 
for CLFC pupils in Lahore to reach out to their artistic side. 
LEF considers artistic expression crucial to the ability of 
expressing oneself and encourages the activity in its 
projects.  
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3-day art and painting skills training for CLFC pupils in 
Lahore 

 

Three seminars, which were attended by thousands of 
workers and learners, were held during the year. A 
seminar on Present Political Situation of Pakistan and 
Workers Rights was held in December, 2014. Another 
seminar looked to strengthening 16 Days of Activism 
against Gender Based Violence. The Working Women 
Development Foundation, in collaboration with LEF, 
organised a Women’s Cultural Mela (Festival) at Karbath 
on 19 March, 2014. The idea was to provide a relaxed 
atmosphere for women to come together and raise a voice 
for peace and solidarity.  
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A seminar on Present Political Situation of Pakistan and 
Workers Rights was organized by LEF.  

 

Some of the highlights of the year include: a Peace Festival 
to commemorate the revolutionary poet Faiz Ahmed Faiz; 
four teachers represented the CLFCs in a conference 
Building Comradeship between Progressive Women from 
Afghanistan and Pakistan by the LEF; hundreds of pupils 
participated in Labour Day rally and the Labour Day 
conference to raise one voice for better working 
conditions for the workers of Pakistan.  Scores of pupils 
got together to pay tribute to Rashid Rehman, a lawyer 
who was killed for defending a blasphemy suspect.  Over a 
hundred pupils participated in the National Convention of 
Home Based Workers, organized by LEF, to highlight the 
status of workers and to voice concerns about low wages, 
occupational health and safety hazards. 
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Orientations session conducted by LEF representative to 
create awareness on workers’ rights 

 

LEF continued to encourage pupils to mobilise and take 
out rallies to press demands. In 2014, LEF established six 
centres in order to raise awareness and extend support 
among communities. Several development courses helped 
expand skill set for workers and bore productive results. 
The idea was involve workers from across communities to 
participate in activities like training workshops, 
orientations, sessions and seminars to create awareness, 
especially among workers of informal sectors. The project 
is expected to provide a good base to prepare workers for 
second intervention.  
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Knitted together as one – Textile 
Workers and Home-Based Workers 

Unite 
As the project Organising and Strengthening Home Based 
and Textile Workers in Pakistan came to a close in 2014, 
the initiative that began with apprehensions regarding 
response from the state and the isolated nature of home-
based work culminated in a united movement that slowly 
became a national-level force to reckon with. Out of the 
project emerged the Progressive Home Based Workers 
Federation (PHBWF) in 2014 as a united platform for 
home-based workers across the country. The Federation 
has 13 office bearers and 21 members in its executive 
body. All office bearers are from districts trade unions of 
HBWs, formed by the LEF between 2012 and 2014. As of 
December, 2014, the PHBWF has a membership of 5671 
and is still going strong.  

The project was initiated in collaboration with SASK and 
aimed to organise home-based and textile workers in 
contact areas by establishing textile unions and raising 
awareness regarding workers’ rights and the power of 
unity in struggle.  

Among the main achievements of the project throughout 
2014 are: registration of a provincial level Home Based 
Women Workers Union Khyber Pakhtun Khwa in Khyber 
Pakhtun Khwa (KPK) province; a National Convention of 
home based workers in which 800 home based workers 
from different districts participated; formation of union 
structures in five districts in the Punjab and one in Sindh; 
registration of the Textile Power loom Garment Workers 
Federation which seven unions joined; several 
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demonstrations to demand rights were throughout the 
province.   

There were, of course, several problems that were 
encountered in the duration of implementing the 
ambitious project that LEF set out on. Though LEF tried to 
reach out to as many home-based workers as was 
possible, gender discriminatory practices within the 
families of many home-based workers prevented many of 
them from organising union activities. LEF tried to counter 
this problem by reaching out to the men in their families. 
Then again, most home-based workers cannot afford 
travel expenses to travel to other cities to attend meetings 
and demonstrations.  

 

Progressive Home Based Workers Federation is 
demonstrating  in front of Press Club Lahore  

 

Then again, many of them did not want to give up on a 
day’s earnings to go attend meetings. This issue was 
countered with the decision to hold shorter meetings in 
their own localities instead. As far as textile workers are 
concerned, there is no culture of unionism in the private 
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sector, even less so in textile factories. The few nascent 
unions that did exist did not have sufficient strength to 
claim collective bargaining power. By joining the 
federation, formed by the LEF, many of them have gotten 
a platform where they can collectively demand their 
rights.  There are several issues that beset textile workers 
– chief among them is the energy crisis which has led to 
thousands of textile workers being laid off.  

A National Consultation of Textile Workers was held in 
Lahore in 2014 in which 46 leaders from 14 unions of the 
textile sector participated. Several visitations were held 
with textile unions to form provincial-level committees.  

 

A National Consultation of Textile Workers was held in 
Lahore 

Similarly, the third National Convention of Home-Based 
Workers was held in October, 2014, in which over 800 
home-based workers participated. Exuberant and 
vociferous about their problems and marginalisation, the 
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workers vowed to protest till the government ratified 
international conventions which accorded home-based 
workers the same rights as labourers. The executive body 
of the Progressive Home Based Workers Federation took 
oath at the convention.   

 

National Convention of Home-Based Workers was held in 
October, 2014 

Several publications highlighting the plight of home-based 
workers and textile workers were disseminated at 
demonstrations and among relevant sectors to raise 
awareness. The voice of textile workers and home-based 
workers has grown louder and stronger due to the LEF’s 
interventions in these sectors. Though the project has 
come to a close, the work that LEF began with these 
workers has only started. The struggle for power to the 
worker continues.  
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Knowledge will shed off chains 

The Fikr-e-Nou Community School was set up in the 
aftermath of the 2005 earthquake which had had a 
devastating impact in Kashmir. The school, aimed at 
students of nursery to grade 7, was established with the 
support of STS International Solidarity.   

 

Fikr-e-Nou Community School is running since 2005  

 

The idea was to provide victims of the earthquake with 
free education. During 2014, 50 children enrolled in 
various classes. They sat their exam in December. Students 
of grade 7 were then transferred to other high schools. 
Several parents requested LEF to extend the school's 
classes up to grade 10 so that students could complete 
their primary and secondary education from the same 
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school.  

 

A formal computer lab facility for students 

 

The Fikr-e-Nou Community School has a formal computer 
lab facility for students where they learn basics of 
computer and try their hands at various software’s 
including MS Word, In page (Urdu Typing), Typing Tutor, 
Paint, calculator, games, telling stories and watching 
pictures and videos in the computer lab. 
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Online Labour Academy 
LEF ran the International Federation of Workers Education 
Association's (IFWEA) pilot project, Online Labour 
Academy, for the second year in 2014. LEF was one of the 
eight implementing organisations of the project around 
the world. Under the project, Labour Education 
Foundation provided 26 participants - seven women and 
19 men - of various unions and NGOs an opportunity to 
learn about various issues online.  

 

LEF provided various trade unions and NGOs an 
opportunity to learn about various issues online. 

 

The objective of the project was to provide a platform to 
workers and trade unionists to be part of an online 
education program and learn skills to educate more 
workers. The participants included workers from the 
Progressive Home Based Workers Federation, Nadra 
Employees Union Punjab, Pakistan Telecom Employees 
Union CBA, Allied Bank Workers and Employees Union, 
Workers Union Tourism Development Corporation Punjab, 
Habib Bank Workers Union, Home Net Pakistan, Working 
Women Development Foundation, Ittehad Labour Union 
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Carpet Industries Pakistan, All Pakistan Workers 
Confederation Punjab, WAPDA Hydro Electric Central 
Workers Union CBA and State life Workers Union Lahore. 
The course was titled Building Democratic Trade Unions.  
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Outreach through Literature 
 

Recognising the potential of outreach that publications 
and literature offers, throughout the year, LEF continued 
its practice of disseminating awareness and educational 
messages through pamphlets, newsletters, posters and 
placards. In several cases, the publications helped 
document and consolidate LEF's work in certain sectors. 
Posters and placards printed for protest demonstrations 
served as tools to exhort workers and took their message 
across various media.  

 

Anti-dengue fever campaign 

One of the projects, LEF found publications most useful 
for, was the dengue fever awareness campaign. A small 
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pamphlet explaining precautionary measures, symptoms 
of the fever and possible courses of treatment according 
to the age of the patient was distributed among residents 
of high-risk areas. A questionnaire and checklist for 
precautionary measures taken ahead of monsoon season 
was also printed and distributed in these areas. The areas 
mostly comprised squatter-zones and underdeveloped 
cramped residential areas which the government, for the 
most part, had ignored in its anti-dengue fever drive.  

Education for all  

LEF printed several posters and flyers for the adult and 
child literacy programmes initiated in various districts on 
its own and with other organisations. The posters helped 
inform people about the various courses offered and 
stressed the need for children to get a solid education and 
for adults, who had never been to school, to take that 
necessary step. The flyers especially targeted labourers 
and workers. Slogans like: Workers, be empowered 
through knowledge.  

Conferences, rallies 

Several flyers were printed with the objective of mobilising 
people and informing them about conferences and events 
planned by the LEF. Some of the events for which flyers 
were printed and disseminated ahead of time are the 
Labour Revolution Conference organised on May 13, 2014; 
demonstrations on June 4, 2014, and April 10, 2014, by 
workers demanding greater share for labourers and 
powerloom workers in the provincial budget, higher 
wages, safe working conditions, registration as workers, 
and social security. Flyers were also printed ahead of the 
Farmers' Protection, Welfare Conference.  
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Campaigns 

Printing flyers and pamphlets ahead of campaigns for 
home-based workers helped LEF carry the message to a 
greater audience. The objective was to make people aware 
of the need to accord official recognition to home-based 
workers as labourers and to bring them under the social 
security blanket. Flyers and posters were also printed 
ahead of a successful blood-donation drive. Printed 
material was distributed amongst the public in connection 
with a drive to provide textile and powerloom workers and 
carpet weaver’s social security and fair wages.  

Monthly Newsletter   

LEF's monthly newsletters are distributed among its 
members, partner organisations and volunteers. The 
letters focus on news highlights of the organisation and 
various causes it has been struggling for. The newsletter 
for May, 2014, highlighted various events, campaigns and 
demonstrations in connection with Labour Day. A series of 
demonstrations by brick kiln workers, for example, 
culminated in successful negotiations with the 
government. In June, 2014, the government instructed 
district administrators to file reports on whether brick kiln 
workers were being paid Rs740 daily for their work. There 
had been complete disregard of the policy. In one 
instance, LEF accompanied workers who worked at a brick 
kiln on Amin Road to the DCO's office to register their 
complaint. On their way back, the kiln owners' hired thugs 
beat up the workers. They fled after several people in the 
area gathered around them. Police, however, refused to 
cooperate and did not arrest the brick kiln owner or any of 
the thugs. LEF highlighted this incident in its June 
newsletter. The matter exacerbated in July as brick kiln 
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owners launched an even tighter clamp down on their 
workers to complete silence from the government's side. 
This was highlighted in the subsequent issue. Other issues 
have discussed topics like the need to switch to 
environment friendly sources of energy, solar, etc. to end 
the energy crisis in the country (August issue), home-
based workers (October), privatisation and its perils 
(November), need for protection and rights for minorities 
(December), gender equality (March), and various 
successes like registration of a union of home-based 
workers (February).   

  


